
The Simplicity Xtra
Glass Veranda, Carport & Canopy System

Our Simplicity Xtra veranda is a stylish canopy, carport and veranda system that is covered 
with a choice of 6mm toughened glass or 6mm self-cleaning glass. This stylish and robust 
structure has been designed with the best possible materials to produce a long-lasting 
shade and shelter structure that looks great in any setting. 

It is available with many upgrades including integrated lighting, heating and traditional post 
sleeves to enhance your outdoor experience and extend your usage.

This contemporary glass veranda and carport system adds a high class apperance to any building 
and can be covered with UV activated self-cleaning glass, making it perfect for those that want a 
stylish syste, with a minimal maintenance. 

Verandas

The Simplicity high end veranda and carport system offers a variety of solutions for:

Outdoor Porch Areas Carports

Garden Canopies Walkway Canopies Patios

Contact Us Today



Benefits of The Simplicity Xtra System

Up to 4m Between Posts - The front posts for the Simplicity Xtra can have spacings of up to
4m for an almost uninterrupted view.

All-Aluminium System: Fully manufactured from aluminium to offer exceptional longevity and 
easy maintenance.

Easy Installation: We have designed this system with one of the most prolific extrusion 
designers in the industry and have created the simplest fixing system possible including an easy 
glaze roof system for a quick and efficient installation. 

Cover Large Areas: You can cover large areas with the Simplicity Xtra due to the unlimited 
length and 4m projection (glass length).

Three Roof Options: Including 6mm toughened glass and 6mm toughened self-cleaning glass. 
Additional costs apply for the self cleaning glass which features a UV activated special coating 
that breaks down organic dirt which is then washed away by the rain.

System Features

Low Maintenance - Particularly if the self-cleaning glass is chosen, less cleaning is required, 
saving you time and money. 

Integral Aluminium Guttering - Creates a sleek, modern design which is stronger than 
external guttering systems, has a sleek apperance and requires minimal maintenance.

Simple Fixing System with Minimal Parts - For a quick and easy installation.

Textured Colour Options

Victorian Upgrade Available - The Victorian Upgrade can be added to this stylish structure, 
enhancing it with a characteristic and decorative design, perfect for traditional and historic 
buildings.


